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Comparative Analysis of the commitments under the Treaty establishing the African
Economic Community and agreements of the Uruguay Round of multilateral negotiations :
Proposals for harmonization.
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INTRODUCTION

Almost 80% of countries in Africa are members1 of the World Trade Organization
(WTO) to which they have made trade liberalization commitments in terms of concessions on

goods and services. Trade liberalization can generally be defined as the reduction and
'eventual elimination of restrictive trade barriers, both tariff and non-tariff barriers such as

quotas and administrative practices.

As a result of the Uruguay Round, WTO members

become party to all major arrangements concluded on goods (including agriculture), services
and intellectual property protection, which together constitute an integrated system of rights
and obligations subsumed under the term « Single Undertaking »."At the same time, regional
integration blocs have dotted the multilateral trading arena, primarily to promote free trade
zones and customs unions among the members.

' The rationale, advantages and benefits of trade liberalization and regional integration
are well known and documented so it will not be within the scope and purpose of this paper to
rehearse them, except to highlight that both the regional arrangements and the mulilateral
trading system do, however, share a common goal of liberalizing and promoting an expansion
of trade in goods and services among the contracting parties, through substantial reduction of

tariffs and other barriers to trade as a locomotive for economic growth and development.

The Treaty establishing the African Economic Community (AEC)2 provides a
framework to achieve regional integration in the continent by consolidating the over!fifty-6dd
national economies into a single continental market through the following phased approach
spanning over 34 years.

1 See Annex 1 for list of members of WTO

■

'•

The AEC Treat}', also referred to as the Abuja Treat)', was first signed by African Governments in June 1991
in Abuja, Nigeria, and required ratification by at least two-thirds of the same Governments before coming into
force. The Treaty came into force in May 1994 when the required number of ratifications was achieved; In-many
partsof this document, it is abbreviated simply as the Treat)1.

'

■■-•-.

1

•

First phase (five years) : Strengthening of existing Regional Economic Communities

(RECs) 3 arid establishing them in regions where they do not exist;

•

""

Second phase (eight years): Consolidation within each REC of tariff and non-tariff
barriers, customs duties and internal taxes; strengthening of sector integration at the
regional and continental levels in all areas of activity, particularly in trade,
agriculture, money and finance, transport and communications, industry and energy;

; .

.

and.coordination and harmonization of activities among existing and future'economic

i.

,,v,;communities;

[I:-.,
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•

■:.■■ :

;
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Fourth phase (two, years): Coordination and harmonizationtof tariff and non-tariff

systems among the various RECswith a view to establishing-a Customs Union at the
continental level;

•
.;■, .
■

; . ./.<

• > Third phase (ten years): Establishment in each REC of a Free Trade Area (FTA):&nd a

■v ..v, oCustoms,ynion(CU);

!;,

:,,

.;
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,■ ;

Fifth phase (four years): Establishment of an African Common Market through, interIaJia,,..the

application of the principle of free movement of persons andrights of

■;:;:;. ;.;(;residence and.establishment;

...;.;:;,„; •

. :

.

. _.

■

■■■..

Sixth phase (five-.vearsY: Establishment of the African Economic Community through,

.',,.. ,r■■; inter-alia, the setting up of an African Monetary Union, Pan African Parliament, and

;T;.F. ^integration of all sectors, namely economic, political, social and cultural;

, ■

., ,:;

Underpinning, the above steps towards the ultimate goal of the African Economic

Community is-the following four-pronged strategy:.

-:o^ ■ '..'-.■
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•

Liberalization of trade and free movement of people, goods, services and capital;

•

Development of regional infrastructures through the promotion of investments in
regional transport and communications networks and energy supply;. ."■■.■

^These are the subregional economic groupings such as EGOWAS, COMESA andSADC; which constitute the
« building blocks » for the eventual establishment of the African Economic Comittunity(AEG).';

-;':'': ;

•

Development of production capacities with adequate inter-sectoral linkages between

manufacturing and the primary sectors of the economy, as well as the economic
exploitation of natural resources; and

Harmonization of macro-economic and sectoral policies.

' -' Tt is in respect of the first strategy regarding liberalization of goods and services that this
study is primarily focused in terms of making a comparative analysis of the relevant
commitments under the AEC and those of the Uruguay Round of multilateral trade agreements,

because the latter,are primarily aimed at liberalizing wqrid trade in goods .a^dseryices by means

of the GATT 94 and GATS instruments. Furthermore, Article 24of GATT 94", which stipulates
the conditions under which regional trading arrangements are acceptable in the context' of the
world trading system, emphasizes on free trade areas and customs unions. These are normally

. the result of liberalization of trade in goods and services. In this context, the key elements of
comparison have been grouped under the following categories:

•

Liberalization of trade in goods;

•

Liberalization of trade in services;

•

Investment-related measures affecting trade ;

•

Dispute settlement and monitoring of trade policies; and

•

Compliance with GATT Article (XXIV).

On the basis of the comparative analysis, some relevant conclusions are drawn
pertaining to whether there are areas that need to be harmonized.

See BOX 1 for explanation.

,-,{...
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AFRICAN COUNTRIES' COMMITMENTS5 UNDER THE AEC TREATY

Commitments with respect to liberalization of trade in goods and other trade

(a)

policies

i) Removal of tariff and non-tariff barriers

The

goods.

AEC Treaty contains

Under Article 29,

a number of articles

governing liberalization of trade in

African countries have agreed, at the level of each REC, to

progressively establish a Customs Union after a transitional period of eight years'', through the
elimination of customs duties (Artcile 30).

non-tariff barriers including quota restrictions,

prohibitions and administrative trade barriers (Article 31), and

external customs tariff (Article 32).

the

establishment of a

common

Article 33 prohibits at the end of the third stage, the levy of

' Conmiitmcnis in this regard mean the principles, rules and undertakings agreed upon as reflected in the Abuja
Trcaly and its subsidiary protocols. The comniiiments do not necessarily mean ilial nil Agreements axe
faithfully being implemented by each Member Stale. The degree of implcmciUiilion is another issue: '<*'. .;.,'"' This corresponds lo Ihc second phase of Ihc Trcnly.

customs duties not only on goods originating from a member State, and imported by another, but
also on goods originating from third countries which are in free circulation

within the community.

Furthermore, Article 34'targets, during the third stage, the progressive dismantlement of internal
taxes designed to protect domestic production. It also forbids any national legislation that would

seem to discriminate unfavourably against imports of goods originating from the Community in
the levy of such taxes directly or indirectly.

Exceptions to the above norms are however granted by the Treaty in Article 35 under
specified conditions, namely: the protection of human, animal or plant health or life (photosanitary
measures), public morality, national treasures of artistic -or archealogical -value, industrial,
commercial and intellectual property,

infant industries,, strategic products, strategic minerals and

precious stones; and control of hazardous wastes, nuclear and radio-active products and materials,
and arms, ammunitions and other military items and equipment. Exemptions are also permissible
under situations of adverse balance of payments resulting from the, application of

the trade

liberalization clauses.

In addition to the Treaty's basic articles on liberalization of trade in goods, a more

detailed trade protocol on the reduction and the elimination of customs barriers in respect of goods
to be traded within the Community has been designed. The protocol provides.^ common list of
groups of commodities to be subject to the tariff and non-tariff reductions.
agricultural and non-agricultural raw materials,
and capital and

The list covers food,

intermediate and manufactured consumer goods,

luxury goods. Intermediate goods and consumer products (including capital

equipment) considered as being of vital importance to member States' economic development are at
the apex of the tariff reduction scale, i.e 65 and 70 .percent respectively. This is followed by
agricultural raw materials (50 percent), durable consumer goods. (40 percent) and non-durable
consumer goods (35 percent). Food, non-agricultural raw materials and highly competitive
consumer goods are targetted for 30 percent reduction, while luxury goods are pegged atonly 10
percent.

■

.

....

1 Free circulation in this context signifies compliance with all import formalites by the importing Member State

ii),;-. Rules of Origin

.

-

In pursuance to Article 33 of the Treaty, a revised subsidiary protocol lays/down.the rules
of origin of products.-.to be freely traded within the.AEC. The basic condition is^that goods-shall be
regar;d1ed--:as(.x)riginatmg from a member State or a group of member States..;ifi:theyvaf.ecwholly
produced within the Community or sufficiently transformed or processed if obtained, from a third

country (at least 35 % of local value-added or less than 60% of external inputs). Operations of a
general «cosmetic» nature that will not confer community origin include;the following;

.; •

Operations to simply preserve products in go.od^condition during transportation or storage by

' :.

means of undertaking such precautions as ventilation, drying, saltification, removal of dust

.

'■:

> and damaged parts;

...

.

;b:;-.i;

•": .Operations involving sifting or screening, sorting, classifying and matching, -^

•

Adjustments to packaging or repackaging such as the placing of products in containers,
afffixing labels and'undertaking other simple packaging operations; and

I'--- •-■■■ Slaughter of animals. "'-^

-.;&:■

■ ijj)

Subsidies

•

■

"•'■•

'"'■

■

'<---.

"•

'' ■

•-■ 'i;;':;'-

'■'

:'';

In trade;policy terms, subsidies are a financial or in-kind assistance by governments to
producers or;expbrters of commodities; manufacturers and services. They can be helpful in
shielding inefficient enterprises from competition, although they could equally be beneficial

in.term's kfrprbrnoting a particular sector or developing its export potential- 'The commitments
on subsidies are subsumed under the subsidiary protocol on non-tariff barriers. Subsidies in

this protocol are referred to as subventions. Member States undertake not to engage in the
practice of exporting subsidized goods within the Community. Member States affected by

such practice have the right to impose non-tariff barriers on the goods concerned.

arid no granting of complete or partial exemptions from such duties.

'■'"

iv)

Dumping and Anti-Dumping

;

o

Dumping is prohibited by Article 36 of the Treaty. For the purposes of this Article,
dumping is defined by the Treaty as the transfer of goods originating from a member State to

another member State for them to be sold at a price lower than the usual price offered for
similar goods in the originating member State, due account being taken of the differences on

-conditions of sale, taxation; transport expenses and any other factor affecting the'-comparison
of prices.

Dumping, according to the Article, can also be construed as selling':of the. item

under such conditions as likely to prejudice the manufacture-of similar goods in the Member
State.

v)

:

Customs Valuation

By customs valuation is meant the method used by customs administrations to give-a

value to an imported good for the purpose of calculating the-import duty onthe good. The
Treaty establishing the

African Economic

Community provides under the subsidiary

protocol on customs cooperation, commitments with respect to the harmonization'■• of
valuation laws and practices.

Under these provisions, member States undertake to adopt :a

system of valuing goods for cutoms purposes based on principles of transparency, equity,
uniformity and simplification of appplication in accordance with internationally accepted
standards and guidelines. The provisions also state that ^member States shalltakea common
position in negotiating, adopting and applying an international valuation system.

vi)

Trade Promotion

Article 42 of the Treaty provides for substantial commitments to the promotion of

trade among the member States. This Article, among other things, encourages member States to
make greater use of local materials, intermediate goods and inputs as well as finished goods
originating within-the Commiinityand promote and diversify markets for made-in-Community

goods.- This Article is supplemented by a subsidiary protocol detailing measures to promote

trade among African countries. These measures include the organization of trade fairs and the
promotion of trade information services and networking.

vii)

Free Movement pf persons, rights of residence and of establishment

:

Article, 43 of the.Treaty commits member States to the.principle of free movement of
persons,-rights of residence and right of establishment^ which though distinctly significant in its
own right,.is germane to the, process of liberalization of trade,

viii)

,,^. .

.

._ .

..,r.

Most favoured Nation Treatment

The Treaty provides under Article 37 for member States to accord one another,

in relaton to intra-community trade, the most-favoured nation treatment. The other aspects of
tjie Article are that.no tariff concessions granted to a third country in the context of an
agreement with a

member State, can be more favourable than, those applicable, under the

Abuja Treaty and that no agreement between a member State,and. a third party, under which

tariff concessions are granted., can be incompatible with the obligations:.arising out pf the
Treaty.

;.-...-

.■■■.-•

ix)

Other

.

.

Other, subsidiary protocols

subsidiary

protocols

cover

■

■.-■..•

.

simplification

,

and

.:,...

,;.

harmonization

of

trade

documentation, procedures and nomenclatures and computerization of customs operations.

(b)

Commitments on dispute settlement and monitoring of trade policies

Article 87, of the Treaty provides for a dispute settlement mechanism which is one in

which any .dispute.arising. from the interpretation or the application of its provisions is to be
amicably settled through direct agreement .by the parties to the conflict, failing which.the matter:

could be referred by either of the parties to the Court of Justice, whose decision shall be final.

(c)

Commitments8 by the Regional Economic Communitie (RECs)
..■■>■■■■

In the context of the AEC Treaty,
launched by the RECs.

'

'

•

various trade liberalization schemes have been

The common objective of all these schemes

is to create a free trade

zone within each REC, followed by a customs union and eventually a common market and an
economic union.

The strategy for achieving this objective includes plans for stabilizing and

gradually removing tariffs and non-tariff

barriers, adopting a common external tariff with

respect to trade with third countries, harmonizing macro-economic-policies and promoting the
free circulation of all factors of production. A review of the different plans of the RECs shows
that on the average,

the establishment of a free trade area and customs union

in each of the

RECs is envisaged by the year 2005.'

AEC TREATY AND RELATED PROTOCOLS
Treaty
•

Treat* Establishing the African Economic Community

Protocols

(The relevant Articles of the A£€ Treaty are indicated in brackets. It should he noted thni (tame of the
AEC Articles cdll for the establishment ol .separate protocols to detail their basic provisions.)

Protocols Relating to Trade and Customs (Trade liberalization)
•

Rules of ongpi (Article 33)

•

Reduction ^ndeHmtnatloB ofcustoms barriers (Articles 29 and 30)

•"

Noft«uaffbafliets (Article 31)

•

Intra-coirnnunity transits and transit facilities (Article 18)

•

Customs operation (Article 39)

•

Simplification and hflrinoniz&Uon of trade documents and procedures (Article 40)

•

Tcade promotion (Article 42)

•

Re-export of goods (Ar&cJe 3$)

•

Free iBQvement of persons, right of residence ;ind right of csfahhsrunent (Article 43)

{

" Tliccominilmenls within each of (he RECs arc by and large similar lo one another and basiciillv follow the
rrimicwork of ihe AEC Treaty.
SACU and UDEAC/CEMACarc. however, full Cusioms Union, ihc only exceptions among ihc niajoriiy.

^

^^^ct^

m.

COMMITMENTS/AGREEMENTS10 UNDER THE WTOrtJRUGUAY ROUND
OF MULTILATERAL TRADE NEGOTIATIONS

The Uruguay Round Agreements (URAs)11 have

widely been considered as

representing a monumental progress in world trade liberalization anchored on the following key
principles:

•

The principle of non discrimination among countries and enterprises across the
world, subsumed under the «most-favoured nation » clause;

•

The principle of reciprocity, with all participating. countries agreeing to mutual

reductions of tariffs even if by different or unequal degrees; and

•

The principle of transparency allowing participating countries' trade policies to be
subject to periodic review and scrutiny to ensure that they are not adverse to the very

principles of the world trading system to which the countries have adhered by virtue
of their being members of the World Trade Organization (WTO).

The basic package of the WTO Agreements binding on all the WTO members

comprises the Multilateral Agreements on Trade in Goods, the Agreement on Trade-Related
Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights and the General Agreement on Trade in Services
(GATS).

The Multilateral Agreements on Trade in Goods consist of the:

•

General

Agreement on

Tariffs

and

Trade

1994

(GATT

94)

,. understandings interpreting some of its provisions;

•

Agreement on Agriculture;

•

Agreement on Textiles and Clothing;

10 Implementation is much more rigorous.

and

.

.

■

various

{l

•

Agreement oh the Application of Sanitary and Phyto'sahitary Measures;

•

Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade;

•

Agreement on Trade-Related Investment Measures (TRIMS),

"

■

'-'

•

Agreement on Pre-shipment Inspection;

•

Agreement on Customs Valuation;

•

Agreement on'Rules of Origin;

•

Agreement on Import Licensing Procedures;

•

Agreement'on Implementation of Article VI of GATT1994;

•

Agreement on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures;;;arid

•

Agreement on Safeguards.

!';

■

■ !".i

'a-.;.1.

.'

■

■':':-

■i-";:

::

In addition to the above package of agreements, WTO'members12 are also bound by
rules

and procedures governing the settlement of disputes arising from the implementation

and interpretation of the agreements. Their trade policies are as well subject to periodic
reviews under the WTO Trade Policy Review mechanism.

:';

Some familiarity with the content of these Agreements

'(including the schedules of

concessions made by African countries oh trade Jiri goods and services) is desirable. As it is
not practical to reproduce them, only their general substance is highlighted in the ensuing
chapters to give some insight about them and to help facilitate understanding of the
comparisons between them and the AEC commitments.

11 In many parts of the document, they are also referred to as WTO Agreements for purpose of convenience.
This should be distinguished from the WTO Agreement, which is the;;Agremerifestablishing the WTO.

12 Contracting parties of the WTO Agreement and the body of the GATT Agreements and ancillaries.
T)

(a)

General substance and principles of the WTO Agreements

'"■■

Agreement covering Trade in gbods(GA'TT 94)

,-.^

.

'GATT 1994 is an updated version of GATT 1947, supplemented by understandings

interpreting various provisions and amendments and additions made since the entry into force
of the GATT 1947 and including it also.

GATT 94 is basically anchored on the principle of

open and liberal trade policies and prohibits countries from usingquantitative restrictions,
except in specified cases. In this context, the Agreement provides for the reduction and
elimination of tariffs and other barriers to trade. The tariffs so reduced are-listed in each

country's schedule of concessions. The rates given in these schedules are bound and countries
are under an obligation not to increase tariffs above the bound rates shown in their schedules.
However, members are granted special derogations under GATT 94 in order to allow them to
adopt measures of a limited duration with a view to: (^protecting domestic industry.from
foreign competition, provided that such protection is extended only through tariffs and is kept
at low levels, or (ii) overcoming critical balance of payments difficulties.

.Two.other

important aspects of the Agreement are the most-favoured nation clause and the principle

of national treatment.13 The former requires contracting parties-to conduct their trade
without discriminating among countries from which goods are imported or to which goods are

Exported. An important exception to this principle is'allowed in ; the case of regional
preferential arrangements.

The latter requires countries not to impose on an1 imported

product, after it has entered their domestic markets on paying customs duties at the border-,
internal taxes such as sales or value-added tax at rates higher than those levied oh a similar
domestic product. Part IV of the agreement exempts developing countries from making
reciprocal trade concessions.

■

■■,■■

13 This is a principle contained in many bilatera] arid multilateral trade' agreements. It seeks to ensure that'
foreign products, and sometimes the suppliers of the products, are treated no worse in-the domestic market than
local products or their suppliers.

.>-.:■■•

Agreement on Agriculture

The Agreement on Agriculture

is directed to liberalizing trade in agriculture. The

principal outcome of the negotiations includes improved market access through the reduction
of barriers, the elimination of quantitative restrictions and non-tarifY-border measures by

meftns.^of a:.';'tariffication" process, and a progressive reduction in trade-distorting measures of
idorhestici support,., including the lowering of agricultural subsidies. . Some of ,the measures
required by. the Agreement .are (a) a reduction by developed countries in export subsidy

expenditures by 36% over six years in equal instalments, and a 24%-reduction over ten years
for developing countries;, (b) a cut by developed countries in the volume of subsidized exports
by 21% over six years,:;14% for .developing countries over ten years;: (c) domestic subsidies,

as calculated through the Aggregate measure of support," have to be cut by 20% over six
years, calculated from;1986-88..as the base.period;and: (d) all existing non-tariff measures
have to be converted into tariffs and

bound,, followed .by a reduction of

an, .unweighted

averageof 36% over six years in equal .tranches, again with 1986-88 as the base period. For
developing countries,, the cut is 24% over ten years.

Negotiations concerning further

liberalization of agricultural, trade are expected to resume by January 2000.

:.•■:■

Agreement on textiles and clothing

::

;

■

t

.

i,-.

, •■

This Agreement sets out provisions to be applied;:by.: members .during a transition
period for the integration of textiles and clothing under thei normal liberalizing and nondiscriminatory WTO trade rules by 1 January .2005 by. phasing ouf. restrictions maintained

under the Multi Fibre Arrangement (MFA).15 On 1 January 1995 members had to integrate
16%-of their 1990 trade in textiles. Another 17% had to be integrated by 1. January. l,998,,.a

further 18% by I January 2002 and the remainder by 1 January 2005. Progresses supervised

by the Textiles Monitoring Body,16 established under the Agreement. This means in effect

14 A term used in agricultural negotiations to signify the annual level of support expressed in monetary terras for
all domestic support measures where government funds are used to subsidize farm production and incomes.

Domestic support measures with minimal impact on trade do not have to be reduced. These may include
development support to agriculture such as research and development, training, investments, etc.

15 This is an agreement between textile-producing and consuming countries first concluded in 1973 and

renegotiated periodically afterwards to manage trade in textile products. The MFA was aimed at defined target
countries and.thus violated th&GATT non-discrimination provisions.

...

,...

,: ..

i:

16 A1 body established under theiWTQ Agreement on Textiles and Clothing to supervise the jmplenieniattQiU-:
of the provisions contained in the Agreement.

=
14

.; ■

-. . .

..-:

that a key export sector for many developing countries will be fully within the disciplines of
the multilateral trading systems.

Agreement on the Application of Sanitary and Phytosanitary Measures

Countries often impose on imported products a requirement for them to.conform to
certain safeguard standards (sanitary or phytosanitary measures) aimed at protecting the
health and safety of their people and animals and/or preserving their environment.

The

Agreement preserves the right of governments to take sanitary and phtosanitary measures,
but they must not be used to discriminate arbitrarily or unjustifiably between WTO members.
The Agreement further encourages members to base their domestic measures on international
standards, guidelines and recommendations where these exist.

A member could introduce or

maintain higher standards if there is scientific justification, or if a risk assessment has shown

that this is appropriate. The Agreement sets out detailed procedures governing transparency of

regulations, notifications and the establishment of national enquiry points.17

Agreement on Technical Barriers to trade

The Agreement recognizes the right of members to adopt technical regulations and

standards, including packaging, marking and labelling requirements, to ensure the quality of
products or protect human plant and animal life or preserve the environment, provided that
such regulations and standards do not create unnecessary obstacles to international trade or
constitute a means of arbitrary or unjustifiable discrimination between countries.

The

Agreement further requires members to ensure that in the application of such standards,
products imported from the territory of any member are accorded treatment no less favourable

than that accorded to like products of national origin or originating in another member

country. The Agreement covers not only the standards applicable to a product itself, but also
related processes and production methods.

17 Some of the WTO agreements require members to establish points in their trade administrations where other
members can obtain information on the sector covered by the agreement. Sometimes they are called contact
points. Examples of such agreements are the GATS, the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual
Property Rights and the Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade.

Agreement on Trade-Related investment Measures (TRIMs)

ip:'

With a view to encouraging investments in accordance with certain national priorities,

countries often impose on1 foreign'investor's conditions sucti'as'iniportMimitations, export
targets, local-purchase or local-content requirements. Similar conditions are also imposed on

an enterprise as part'bf receiving permission to invest in another country." TRIMs is aimed at
eliminating conditions attaching to permission to invest that have a distortive or restricting

effect on trade in goods. It requires countries to phase out TRIMs that are inconsistent/\vith
GATT and gives countries transitional periods within which to remove them. These afe'the
(a) the requirements that an enterprise must use a defined amount of products of domestic

origin, (b) permission to import related to export performance, and (c) any requirements
related to quantitative restrictions of imports! developed countries had to phase : out
inconsistent measures by 1 January 1997. Developing countries have until 1 January 2000 to
do so, and least-developed countries until 1 January 2002. The Agreement also raisesi in
Article 9 the possibility that at a later stage, it'might include provisions on investmerirand
competition policy.

Agreement on Pre-shipment Inspection

'

The Agreement provides countries with a means for dealing with the problem of

under^ or over-valuation of imported goods. It sets out the conditions and procedures under
Jwhich members may carry out pre-shipment inspections to ensure that the cost of goods

shipped corresponds to the invoiced cost.

Such inspections areused mainly by developing

countries to £revenYcommercial fraud, evasion of customs duties and other similar practices.
The 'Agreement 'Vecju'irei'user members to apply GATT principles and obligation to the

conduct:)6frsucrh:practices. This includes non-discrimination, transparency, protection of
Confidential ■ business11 information, avoidance of unreasonable delay, the use of specific
'guidelines for co'ri'ducting'price verification, and the avoidance of conflict of interest by1 preshipment inspection agencies. Exporting members must apply their laws and regulations
concerning pre-shipment activities in a non-discriminatory way.

The Agreement has created

a mechanism for the consideration of complaints. This will enable exporters who believe that

their prices have been revised arbitrarily by the verifying inspector to complain to a

designated senior officialof the inspection company, arid'if they are not satisfied' to bring the

matter up for consideration by an Independent Review Committee established under the
Agreement.

.

Agreement on Customs Valuation

■..,...

-. .This Agreement requires Customs to determine the value of imports for.the levying of

customs duties on the.basis of the price paid or.payable by the importer in the transaction that
is being valued.

Customs can reject transaction values when it has reasons to.doubt the

authenticity or accuracy of the value declared by importers or of the documents submitted, by
them.

However, in order to.protect the interests of importers in such situations, Customs is

required to provide.them with an opportunity: to justify their price. Where Cust.omsjs not
satisfied with, the justification given, it is obliged to give to the importers concerned inwriting
its reasons for not accepting the transaction value declared by them.

The Agreement limits

the discretion available to Customs in determining dutiable value when the transaction value
is not accepted, by laying down methods for establishing value. In determining value on the
basis of these methods, Customs is required to consult the importers and take their views into
account.

Agreement on Rules of Origin

:"

-

The Agreement sets out a.programme..of,work for the long-term harmonization, of

rules of origin, defined as those laws, regulations and administrative determinations of general
application by any member to determine the country.of origin of:gpods admitted under mostfavoured-nation conditions. It stipulates that rules of origin should be administered in a
consistent, uniform, impartial and reasonable manner and should not, themselves, create
restrictive, distorting or disruptive effects on international trade. The rules of origin should be
stated in such a way as to clearly identify what does confer origin rather than what does not.

■ ■ " w- Agreement on Import Licensing Procedures

1 ;

■

Import licensing procedures of countries can adversely affect the flow of imports,
particularly if they are not transparent or if they unnecessarily delay the issue of licenses. The
Agreement is, therefore, meant to ensure that the flow of international trade is not impeded by

the inappropriate use of import licensing procedures and that procedures are administered
faifly-and equitably. It divides licenses into two categories: automatic and non-automatic. The
former should be: issued within a maximum; period of ten days after receipt of applications.

The:^latter, generally used to administer quantitative restrictions, must be granted within a
maximum period of thirty days from receipt of application where licenses are issued on'a
first^come first-seiVed basis and sixty days if all applications are considered simultaneously.

Tri a nutshelli this Agreement is designed to ensure that the import licensing regimes of WTO

members are administered in a fair and equitable manner and under transparent conditions.

Agreements on Implementation of-Article VIof GATT 1994

-'[:■■■

and on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures

Unfair trade practices having the effect of distorting conditions of competition are
considered to be inconsistent with the principles of GATT. Such practices include situations

where exported goods benefit from subsidies or are dumped in foreign markets'.: -Though, it is
a usually common experience to perceive all low-cost imports as dumped imports, the rules

on anti-dumping, as stipulated in the Agreement on Implementation of Article' VI of GATT
1994, lay down-very strict criteria for determining-when a product is to be considered as being
dumped. In'general, a'prodiict is.considered to be dumped :if the export price isless than the

price charged for the'life product in the exporting country ;or if it is sold less than the cost of
production.

;i': " :

':

;1-1 ■■■■-'

'■■-' :

1 The ruTeVori subsitfies and countervailing measures are containediri the Agreement
on Subsidies and Countervailing Measures. With respect to subsidies, there are three
categories

involved,

namely

prohibited

subsidies

(subsidies

contingent

on

export

performance or the use of domestic rather than imported goods), actionable subsidies
(subsidies which may only be maintained if they do not injure the domestic industry of
another member or cause serious prejudice to the interests of another member) and non-

actionable subsidies (subsidies which may be maintained by members).

Under the

Agreement countries are authorized to levy countervailing duties on subsidized imports and

anti-dumping duties on dumped imports only if it is established, on the basis of investigations

carried out by them, that such imports are causing material injury to a domestic industry.
Investigations for the imposition of such duties should normally be initiated on the basis of a

petition made by or on behalf of an industry, alleging that imports are causing injury.

Agreement on Safeguards

The Agreement sets out the conditions under which members may resort to GATT

Article XIX action, also referred to as the escape-clause18 action. This Article deals with the
possibility of emergency action to protect'domestic industry from an unforeseen increase in

imports which is causing, or likely to cause, serious injury to the industry. The Agreement
sets out criteria for safeguards investigation which include public notice for hearings and
other appropriate means for interested parties to present evidence.

Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS)

The Agreement was negotiated to deal with global concerns and tensions arising from
apparent

widespread

violations

of intellectual

property

reproduction, sale or use of copyrighted materials,

rights

such

as

unauthorized

patented inventions or trademarfced

products and the fact that there was a lack of a multilateral framework of principles, rules and

disciplines addressing

international trade in pirated and counterfeit goods. The Agreement,

therefore, establishes minimum standards of protection for each category of intellectual
property rights. These standards must be available in the national law of each WTO member
and provided on the basis of most-favoured-nation and national treatment. The Agreement's

coverage includes copyright and related rights, trademarks, industrial designs, patents, layout-

design of integrated circuits and trade secrets. The standards of protection to be applied are

18

■

A provision often included in trade agreements which permits a party to suspend its obligations when imports
threaten or cause serious harm to the domestic producers of similar goods. GATT Article XIX contains the
escape clause for trade in goods used by WTO members: It allows a member to suspend its obligations or to
modify liberalizing commitments if there are unforeseen circumstances and if any product is imported in such

increased quantities likely tocause or causing harm to domestic producers. This Article is supplemented by the
Agreement on Safeguards, which contain detailed rules for its use. A similar provision has yet to be negotiated

for the GATS, and Article X establishes the mandate for doing so.
19

those contained in the Paris.Convention19 (1967 revision), the Berne Convention20 (1971

revision), the Rome Convention21 and the Treaty on Intellectual Property in Respect of
Integrated Circuits, but it is not necessary for a country to accede to these instruments in
order to satisfy the Agreement on TRIPS. Developed countries have one year to. meet their
obligations, developing countries have five years and least-developed countries have eleven

years, with the possibility of an extension. Special transitional arrangements apply in the
situation where a developing country does not presently provide patent protection in a
particular area of technology, such as Pharmaceuticals or agricultural chemicals.

General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS)

The General Agreement on Trade in Services is the first multilateral agreement on
trade that has as its objective, the progressive liberalization of trade in services.
:■.:■>•■

■ ■

•■. •• -'i 'fy- '

■

-js^';'./:

It will
.-y.Vi-

provide for secure and more open markets in services in a similar manner as the GATT has
done for trade in goods. The Agreement covers trade in all services sectors and the supply of

services in all forms (i.e. modes of delivery), including consumption abroad of services,
cross-border supply of services, provision of services through a commercial presence and the

movement abroad of the person supplying the service. The GATS has two components: the
framework agreement as well as the schedules of commitments undertaken by each member
government to bind the existing degree of openness or remove existing restrictions. Although
the coverage of the GATS in terms of service sectors is universal, the liberalization

commitments follow a positive list approach, whereby each participant in its schedule lists the
conditions of market access and national treatment for foreign service suppliers in the sectors
and modes of supply for which it has undertaken a commitment.

With the binding of

commitments, foreign service suppliers - and domestic customers of foreign service suppliers
- are given an assurance that

conditions of entry and operation in the market will not be

19 Full name is Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property. It provides protection for patents,
trademarks, industrial designs and applies broadly to industrial property. The main features of the Convention
are national treatment, right of priority (a person filing a patent in one member country has a right to file in
another country within, one year), and independence of protection (patents applied for in,member countries by
nationals of member countries are independent of patents obtained for the same invention in other countries).
.

20 The Berne Convention for the Wdtectibn'bftrtcrary and Aftistic.Wprks protect the 'rights.of authpre.of'

r.

literary and artistic works. It is'admihteten^ b'y.& World mteliect^.Property Organization (WffO)^:;; ,.;;-, (.
21 The International Convention for the Protection of. Performers, Prpducers of.phonograms and^Broadcasting..
Organizations. Phonogram producers have the right to authorize the reproduction, of their phonograms, and
broadcasting organizations have the rights concerning their broadcasts. The Convention is administered by
WIPO.

.

changed to their disadvantage. The GATS explicitly provides for successive rounds of
negotiation in the future with
liberalization.

a view to achieving a progressively higher degree of

Unlike the GATT, there is no. equivalent of customs duties in services.

Limitations on foreign services and service suppliers, where they exist, typically take the form
of regulations relating to the supply of services.

(b)

Specific regionally aggregated commitments by African countries to the

WTO (* Other regions provided for purposes of comparison)

(i)

Specific Commitments under the General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade (GATT)
■i

Pre- and post-Uruguay Round scope of bindings for industrial products

REGION

NO.
LINES

OF
...

IMPORTS

%

OF

USSBN

BOUND

TARIFF

LINES

%

OF

IMPORTS

UNDER

BOUND

RATES
Pre-

Post-

Uruguay

" ' '"'

Pre-

Post-

Uruguay

Uruguay

Uruguay

AFRICA

21500

18.5

13

65

26

84

♦NORTH AMERICA

14136

325.7

99

100

99

100

♦LATIN .AMERICA

64136

40.4

38

100 ;.

57

100

♦WESTERN EUROPE

57851

239.9

79

82

98

98

♦CENTRAL/EAST

23565

38.1

63

98

68

97

87944

461.4

16

68

32

70

EUROPE
*ASIA

Source: GATT Secretariat 1994
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Average tariff reductions on industrial products

Trade weighted tariff averages (Excluding petroleum)

Imports from World

Imports

'•' from

Developed economies

IMPORTS FROM

Imports from Developing

Imports

economies

transition economies

-

from

A

B

C

D

A

B

C

D

A

B

C

D

A

B

C

D

1552.8

9.9

6.5

34

1118.

6.2

3.7

40

399.5

20.5

14.4

30

34.8

8.6

6.0

30

.4

WORLD
AFRICA

39.2

3.9

2.7

31

34.1

2.7

2.0

26

5.0

12.3

8.0

35

0.2

4.1

2.1

49

NORTH

333.5

8.9

5.5

38

262.3

5.1

2.8

45

70.5

23.2

15.7

32

0.7

8.6

5.5

36

AMERICA

<

69.1

LATIN

'■"- 9.1

6.1

33

55.7

4.9

3.3

33

13.0

27.6

18.5

33

0.4

4.2

2.4

43

463.1

9.8

6.1

38

362.4

6.4

3.5

45

78.3

25.8

18.3

29

22.3

9.0

6.2

31

37.9

7.7

5.7

26

21.3

4.0

2.4

40

8.3

18.4

15.1

18

8.2

6.4

4.7

27

610

11.4

7.8

32

382.6

"7.7

4.9

36

224.4

"17.8

12.7

29

3.0

12.4

8.5

31

AMERICA
WESTERN

EUROPE
CENTRAL/EAST
EUROPE

ASIA ■'

A: Imports in USS billion; B: Pre Uruguay;

C: Post Uruguay; D: Reduction

Source: GATT Secretariat 1994

i1

i'

For

African

countries

in

general,

....

the

main

features

of their

market

access

commitments in a wide range of industrial products (wood, pulp, paper, furniture, rubber,
footwear, transport equipment, electric machinery, manufactured articles etc.) include:

^

• ■-■■ expansion of bindings on tariff lines from 13% to 65% and imports under bound
rates to 84% from a pre-Uruguay round of 26%; and

•

reduction of trade weighted average tariffs from pre-Uruguay levels by 31% at the
global level and 26%, 35% and 49% respectively on imports from developed ,
developing and economies in transition.
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It should be pointed out, however, that a review of the specific schedules submitted by
African countries to the WTO shows that in general, the countries agreed to bind tariff rates
they actually apply. Therefore, for many African countries and indeed for many developing

economies as well, their commitments to the Uruguay Round were in large part circumscribed

to binding rates that were not bound before. Thus, after-Uruguay Round applied rates tended
to remain at their pre-Uruguay round levels if not higher.

(ii)

Specific Commitments regarding Agricultural Products

A review of commitments made by forty African countries in this area shows that

bound tariff rates on most agricultural products range between 22 and 289 percent, excluding
other duties and charges such as sales tax.
between

100 and 150 percent.

A number of countries have bound their rates

Some selected products have, however, quite lower bound

rates of duty ranging from 20 to 45 percent. These include cocoa butter, chocolates, wheat,
some dairy products and live animals, fruits and vegetables.

(iii)

Specific Commitments under the General Agreement on Trade in Services
(GATS)

In general, commitments made by African countries generally cover the cross-border
supply

of services

development,

in

areas

including

computer

and

related

services,

research

and

and other professional services, including engineering, medical, dental and

veterinary services. Further, most countries have committed themselves to bind or liberalize
tourism and travel services, including, for example, the liberalization of foreign investment
restrictions for hotel and resort operators. These commitments are likely to improve the
supply capacity of this key sector, which provides the major source of foreign exchange
earnings in some countries. In addition, a number of the countries have taken the opportunity

the GATS provides to schedule commitments, thereby binding their own domestic reform
process.

Improvements in the quality of services that will result from liberalization and

increased competition will contribute more generally to improved efficiency, consumer

welfare and the growth of the service sector in African countries as well as in other
developing countries.

IV.

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS BETWEEN THE AEC COMMITMENTS
AND THE WTO AGREEMENTS

Parallel to the globalized system of trading relationship in the context of the WTO is

the approach by countries, often adjacent to one another, towards promoting closer trade and
economic interdependence as well as a collective development among themselves through
the formation of various arrangements ranging from a simple free trade area to an economic

union.

The establishment of such groupings is believed to have played a great part in the

GATT process and subsequently its improvement under the current WTO system.J
In the African context, the quest of regional cooperation aiming at an ultimate

integration of the continent has been part of the continent's development aspirations even
long before the African countries ever imagined belonging to "a world multilateral trading

system under the auspices of the WTO'. In tandem to the Uruguay Round negotiations over
the last two decades were the efforts by the African countries themselves, motivated by the

lessons of the "lost decade" of the 1980s," to fashion out a development paradigm for itself.
Thus, whether or not the WTO existed, Africa was determined, at least from various
declarations and conferences on its development process, to transform itself from a region of

a fragmented group of mainly1'least developed countries to a strong and united group of
developed nations through the strategy of economic cooperation and integration, beginning at
the sub-regional levels and ultimately consolidating into a continental African Economic

Community. The AEC Treaty was the collective expression of the African countries towards

this goal.

Therefore, any comparisons between the commitments under the AEC and the

agreements of the WTO must take account of the following fundamental differences:

"'

Firstly, as can be observed'from the foregoing, the AEC Treaty has quite different

goals from those of the WTO Agreements because for the African countries, the Treaty is hot

just a matter of freeing trade within the regional space, but also, it is a means towards the
collective transformation of the African continent. '

Secondly, unlike the AEC Treaty which is unequivocally aiming at an economic and a
political union of the African continent, the WTO is not an arrangement for an eventual
economic and political union of the countries of the world. At least for the time being; there is
nothing in the WTO agreements that suggests that such an objective is envisaged. On the
other hand, given the present trend towards the formation and consolidation of more rather

than less regional trading and economic blocs even among the major players of the global

economy (EU, NAFTA', APEC, etc.), it is conceivable that future multilateral trade
negotiations and agreements could be largely conducted on the basis of regional economic
and trading blocs rather than on individual country basis;

Thirdly, in terms of composition, the WTO is an amalgam of countries of the world
with wide economic diversities and one that has many least developing countries in Africa

like Djibouti, Chad, Central African Republic etc. pitched against economic superpowers like
the USA, Japan and the rest of the developed and highly industrialized countries. Thus, the
playing field is such uneven that it is difficult to contemplate any significantly positive gains
for the former, even after considering all the imaginable derogations and special favours in the
implementation of the WTO agreements that have been bestowed on the developing
countries, in particular the least-developed amongst them.

The AEC, on the other hand, is

basically a grouping of equals, as the great majority of the African countries have comparative
levels of development and are classified as either developing or least-developed economies. '

Other than the above-mentioned structural differences, comparisons between the AEC

commitments and the agreements under the WTO are worthy of being made to satisfy the
following two purposes:

Firstly, considering the fact that the majority of African countries are members of the
WTO, Africa's integration process within the framework of the AEC Treaty has to take

account of the WTO regulations governing

regional cooperation arrangements as stipulated

under Article XXIV of GATT 94. In this regard, it is essential to test these regulations against
the provisions of the AEC to ensure that there is conformity. If not, recommendations have to
be made to harmonize the relevant AEC provisions with the requirements of the WTO.

.

■■>■■ ...Secondly, the WTO. agreements are well, detailed and include various supplementary

appendixes providing clarifications and interpretations of.particular sections or clauses, of
■some^agreements; Furthermore, the package of the basic \yTQ. Agreements as outlined, earlier
in this document is in a-more complete form and ready for implementation, while in the case

of the AEC Treaty, many of its subsidiary protocols are yet to be finalized, signed and ratified
for. implementation. There is.still,, therefore, a lot of unfinished .business with regard to the

finalizationof the package of protocols accompanying the AEC/Treaty/.For this; reason, there
is a. lot that can be learned from the. WTO agreements, thrpugh,such a study on comparative
analysis. Conversely, the WTO agreements could serve as:an inspiration for, the Africa region

in the finalization of all the outstanding protocols of the AEC Treaty and perhaps a revision
of the Treaty itself.

. /

It can-also be said that although the agreements under the AEC may not.be as perfect

-and complete.as those: relating to the WTO, there are nonetheless some positive aspects.,In
particular, the protocol on free movement of people, right of residence.and.establishment

could be worth considered, from the standpoint of its impetus on trade liberalization, also, for
a multilateral framework for the liberalization of trade.

:.

;

..

.■_.;.

.....

;

. It isfrom the above perspective that the following comparisons.are.drawn between the

commitments under .the AEC and.the WTO.agreements, .in particular ,increspect of those

elements where significant differences are observed regarding trade in goods and services and
other related aspects.

v

liberalization of tradein goods and related trade policies

(i)

-■■ -

Reduction of Tariffs

One important distinction of the Umguay..Round was.that.i;.■provided an opportunity

for countries including developing nations to negotiate terms and. conditions, under.which .they

weretoliberalize their trade in goods and bound, the. resulting, commitments accordingly.
Developing'countries especially had the.chance;to.!provide tariff -reduction concessions

according to their needs and level of development. This explains the significant variations in
the schedules of concessions by countries and the wide range one finds with respect to the

commitments of African countries on tariff reductions. This kind of negotiated terms and
conditions among the countries did not take place in the case of the AEC Treaty. There is a
blanket agreement on the principles and a time frame for the progressive reduction' and
elimination of tariffs in general, with a view to creating free trade zones and customs unions

at the sub-regional levels to culminate eventually at the continental level into the African
Common Market. However, no precise terms and conditions under which this was to be done

were negotiated under the Treaty. However, in general, one could reasonably presume that
1 such specific negotiations were to take place at the level of the Regional Economic
Communities of the AEC. Unfortunately, this has not been the case for the majority of the
RECs because their plans for the gradual reduction and elimination of tariffs are generally
applicable across the board. Unequal gains and losses from the implementation of such plans
are to be resolved, to some extent, through the establishment of compensation mechanisms.
The principle to establish such a mechanism has been agreed upon or incorporated in almost

all of the Treaties of the RECs. However, delays in its establishment and implementation has
been a major constraint of the trade liberalization plans.

(ii)

Elimination of non-tariff measures

Non-tariff measures are often viewed as a disguised or invisible form of tariffs applied
by countries to restrict imports and, therefore, have an effect, of impeding the flow of trade: In

this regard, although tariff may be reduced or completely eliminated on a particular imported
good according to the trade liberalization plan, the imposition of non-tariff barriers such as
quota restrictions and other regulatory measures on such a good could render its market

access as difficult as the pre-tariff elimination position. Such regulatory measures include the
imposition of restrictions on

account of ensuring the safety of human and animal health,

preservation of the environment, and the protection of domestic products and industry.
restrictions are strictly regulated by very tight

Such

rules and guidelines under the WTO

Agreements concerning the Application of Sanitary and Phyto-Sanitary Measures, Technical
Barriers to Trade, and Anti-Dumping, Subsidies and Countervailing Measures. Other forms of
non-tariff barriers such as the imposition of cumbersome import licensing procedures and the

arbitrary and discretionary valuation of imports for customs duty purposes, which often
establishes values well above the actual cost of the goods, are subject to strict disciplines
respectively under the WTO Agreements on Import Licensing Procedures and Customs
Valuation.
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As regards the AEC, the general principle to relax and ultimately eliminate non-tariff
measures is stated under Article 31 of the Treaty and expounded in a recently revised
supplementary protocol on non-tariff barriers, which is a significant improvement of the

provisions of the previous one under which member States were permitted to impose nontariff barriers for a limited duration, if they were faced with balance of payments difficulties
or affected by subsidies and dumping practices. However, there was no provision for the
conduct of any investigations prior to the imposition of such measures. The revised protocol

has now included a requirement to conduct prior investigations to determine injury and to
make the imposition of measures contingent upon the approval of a competent organ of the
AEC. This will ensure that members do not indiscriminately and unjustifiably apply measures
against imports considered subsidized or dumped, as disguised tariff barriers.

.

It is also important to point out that the.WTO agreements have precise and extensive
rules on subsidies and dumping and the use of quantitative and other restrictions for

balance-of-payments purposes.

These include detailed modalities or guidelines for

conducting transparent investigations to determine material injury, notions about subsidies

and dumping, and the conditions under which the application of measures for balance-ofpayment purposes are.allowed. Rules on subsidies have also been clarified in the. Agreement
on Agriculture.. On the other hand, there is lack of such precise.guidelines and modalities in
the revised AEC subsidiary protocol where, these subjects are dealt.with. This shortcoming
.could, lead to the adoption of varying and. conflicting procedures and. interpretations by

..member. States, especially.as the use of subsidies or subventions is an important, feature of
African countries' strategies for developing particular, sectors of their economies, in particular
the agricultural sector. Furthermore, rules governing the application of sanitary and phyto-

.sanitary measures and technical standards have not been established by the AEC, while the
.WTO has Agreements on these important issues in the trading relationship, of countries,

(iii)

■-:.:■■

Rules of Origin

•.

:....

.■

■ ' The thrust of the. WTO Agreement on Rules of Origin is to ensure that member States

r adopt

rules that are. clear, predictable and reasonable and that their application facilitates

rather.thane impedes the flow of international trade. Currently, each of the AEC's Regional
Economic Communities has established its own Rules of Origin. To respond to the global
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trend towards greater liberalization of markers and investments,

most of the RECs

have

revised these rules to make them less overly-restrictive by removing conditions like local
equity ownership and management by nationals.

Taking the RECs' own practices into

account, the AEC continental protocol on rules of origin has undergone a process of review
and reflection with a view to striking an appropriate balance between the principles of open

trade/investments,ancj national treatment and the need to ensure optimum use of national
resource, endowments, to .promote and expand the productive sector to buttress intraCommunity trade,,. The review process resulted in the preparation of basic rules and

principles, which apart from responding by and large to the preoccupations of the WTO
Agreement on Rules of Origin, will serve as benchmarks for all the RECs and as elements for
an eventual preparation of AEC-wide rules of origin.

(iv)

Trade Promotion

Trade promotion is defined as activities designed to increase a firm's or a country's

export trade. It includes participation in trade fairs, trade missions, publicity'c'arripaigns etc.
Unlike the AEC, there is no specific WTO agreement on trade promotion as such. However,
within the framework of the GATT, there is a special provision on Trade and Development

designed to support the less-developed contracting parties in expanding their export trade and
to secure a growth in international trade commensurate with the needs of their economic
development. Furthermore, if one were to consider trade promotion from a broader
perspective in terms of measures to enhance export trade of all countries at the global level,

then it is logical to view many aspects if not the whole spectrum of the agreements and
principles within the framework of the WTO as contributing to trade promotion.

(v)

Free movement of persons, rights of residence and establishment

The right of free movement of persons (i.e. right of temporary stay of natural

citizens of one member State in the territory of another without visa requirements) and
the right of residence and'establishment (i.e. right of permanent residency and access to

employment and to establish and operate a business) are embodied in Article 42 of the

AEC Treaty and further articulated in a separate supplementary protocol, these are rights
covering all natural persons in the context of the wider objective of the AEC and not

specifically geared to the process of trade liberalization. Nonetheless, they are germane to this
process as people are at the centre of trade in goods and services as well as movement of
capital.

In the case of the WTO, there are no such commitments to the free movement of
people across frontiers in the context of the liberalization of world trade in goods under the
GATT.

However, the GATS

Agreement has an Annex on Movement of Natural Persons

Supplying Services under the Agreement.

Under the terms of this Annex, Members could

negotiate specific commitments applying to the movement of all categories of natural
persons supplying services under the GATS Agreement. Natural persons covered by a
specific commitment are allowed to supply the service in accordance with the terms of that
commitment. The

provisions of the Annex make it clear that Members are not prevented

from applying measures to regulate the entry of natural persons into, or their temporary stay
in, their territories.

Trade in Services

Among the principal objectives of the AEC Treaty is the removal of obstacles to the

free movement of goods, persons, capital as well as services. However, unlike the WTO
GATS Agreement,

there are.no specific commitments in the AEC Treaty or in any other

subsidiary protocol on. trade in services among member States. It can only be assumed that
the disciplines applying to the liberalization of trade in goods as laid out in the AEC Treaty
and. various supplementary protocols could also be applied, mutatis mutandis, to trade in
services. However, this cannot be

a sufficient and a satisfactory means of regulating the

trading relationship of member States in the services sector.

Trade-related Investment Measures

The WTO and the AEC agreements both share a common principle of promoting, the
expansion and progressive liberalization of trade and to facilitate cross-frontier investments
so as to increase the economic growth of all partners, while ensuring free competition.

Recognizing that trade-related investment measures

can have a restrictive and distortive

..effect on international trade, .WTQ. members have agreed on disciplines to eliminate trade

restrictive investment measures through the Agreement on TRIMS.

In the case of the AEC,

there are no such disciplines on TRIMS that may be considered as inconsistent with its
objectives of liberalization of trade and investment.

Dispute settlement and monitoring of trade policies

The WTO dispute settlement system sets out in some detail the procedures and

calendar to observe in resolving disputes.
consists of consultation

The first stage in the resolution of a dispute

between parties who may call on the WTO Director-General to

mediate. If consultation fails, a panel of independent experts is formed to examine the dispute

and give authoritative legal rulings. If the parties disagree with the panel's rulings, they may
appeal to the appellate body. Further provisions set out rules for compensation or the
suspension of concessions in the event of non-implementation.

Within a specified time

frame, parties can enter into negotiations to agree on mutually acceptable compensation.

The monitoring of trade policies is also ensured under the WTO Trade Policy Review
Mechanism (TPRM) managed by the Trade Policy Review Body.

The objective of the

TPRM is to ensure a smoother functioning of the world trading system through greater

domestic and international transparency of the trade regime and policies of individual WTO
■ ■•"■■

■ .'.ij1.-

members. In this context, Trade Policy Reviews of WTO members are conducted according
to a fixed time table.

With respect to the AEC, disputes arising between countries as defined in Article 87 of
the Treaty are to be settled amicably, failing which they are to be referred to the Court of
Justice, whose decisions shall be final. However, unlike the WTO Dispute Settlement

Mechanism, no precise procedures have been established in this regard.

Furthermore, the

Court of Justice supposed to serve as a sort of an appellate body is itself not yet established.

Therefore, if the initial or multiple amicable attempts fail, there is little chance of the dispute
being resolved.

Regarding the concept of trade policy review, Article 88 of the AEC Treaty on
relations between the Community and the RECs appears to be a means to ensure that there is
coordination, harmonization and consistency of the RECs1 activities with the wider goals of

the AEC.

The Treaty is supplemented by a ratified Subsidiary Protocol on Relations

between the AEC and the RECs, designed to foster close coordination and harmonization of
activities among the RECs on one hand, and between them and the overall AEC process on

the other. The Protocol has put in place Coordinating organs to ensure that this objective is
achieved. It also provides for the imposition of appropriate sanctions against any REC or a
member State whose actions may be in contravention to the spirit and letter of the Protocol.

The Protocol is, therefore, a significant attempt to promote the compliance of RECs and
member States with the AEC Treaty.

Compatibility with Article (XXW) of GATT

All over the world, there is the existence of regional groupings such as free trade

areas and customs unions aimed at facilitating trade among the constituent members.
Recognizing the contribution that such arrangements could make to the expansion of world
trade, the WTO members have agreed to accommodate and exempt them from WTO rules
under conditions stipulated in Article 24 of the GATT, explained in Box 1 earlier in this
document. As a recap, the regional arrangement should immediately be notified to the WTO
upon its formation and should not result in the imposition of new barriers and difficulties to
trade with the other members of WTO. Their trade liberalization programme should
substantially cover all sectors. Moreover, short of a full-fledged free-trade area (FTA) or a
custom union (CU), interim plans to these ends should normally not exceed ten years.

A recent study carried out by ECA revealed that the AEC Treaty has not yet been

notified to the WTO, likewise the Agreements of the majority of the Regional Economic

Communities (RECS) which constitute its building blocs. However,'the trade liberalization
schemes for achieving FT As and CUs, first at the level of the RECs to converge into a
.continental CU, substantially cover all trade, and would, thus, be consistent with WTO
requirements in this respect.

In terms of the time frame for establishing a continental FTA

and CU, the AEC target date of year 2019 is obviously far at variance with the 10-year

reasonable time period. Nonetheless, the RECs have a much faster schedule for achieving
their FTAs and CUs, which is by the year 2005 on the average. This may be an acceptable

time frame, ceteris paribus. However, there is still a need for the AEC and the RECs to speed

up the notification process and pursue negotiations with WTO on any perceived shortcomings
(such as further delays in the process towards FTAs and CUs) that may affect their full
compliance with GATT Article 24.
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V.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR HARMONIZATION

Over: half a decade has elapsed since the AEC Treaty, came into force in May 1994.

Generally, there have been delays-in,the elaboration and-'-finalization of its subsidiary
protocols to make the Treaty complete. This in itself suggests that it has not been easy to

establish multilateral rules for:the. AE.C, no less than. it. was to develop multilateral disciplines
for a world, trading system. The preceding section of this document has however shown that,
as; compared, to the WTO Agreements, there are still a number of details .to be. sorted out in the
AEC Treaty and its ancillary protocols.

As the majority of African countries are.members of WTO.and, therefore, contracting
parties to all Agreements of the Uruguay Round (except the plurilateral agreements), it-is.in

their own interest to anchor the AEC Treaty, and its anci I lanes,, particularly in the trade and
custom areas, on the disciplines of the WTO. Agreements. Indeed, it can.be observed irom

current efforts to review, revise and strengthen some of the AEC's subsidiary protocols that
there is an awareness to be sensitive to the requirements of the global trading system.

Nonetheless, the point needs to be stressed that the potential benefit from a systematic

.consideration of a number of areas within the WTO Agreements in, a revised AEC Treaty

and in existing or completely new or additional protocols cannot be overemphasized.
Consequently, recommendations to harmonize commitments under the AE.C.Treaty and
Agreements under the WTO are, therefore, largely aimed at improving the .scope, provisions

and procedures of the AEC Treaty as a whole, drawing on the detailed disciplines of the
global system. This would also be consistent with the general pre-occupation of regional
agreements to conform to the multilateral trade rules, not least with Article 24 of GATT 1994
governing regional trading arrangements.

In this regard, the ensuing recommendations would be worth considering by African
countries, officials and entities of the AEC and the RECs as well as other bodies interested in
or devoted to Africa's integration process:
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Compliance with Article 24 of GATT

...

African countries, are yet to notify the AEC Treaty and those of the REGs (except

.perhaps for:COMESA and-SADC) to.-WTO-.for assessment and approval^ if they intended to
benefit

from

exemptions, from

the

application

of the

most^favoured-nation

principle

available under GATT Article 24 for regional preferential arrangements^:"As pointed out in a
study by WTO,' .'the required notification of agreements provide third countries'with an

: opportunity, to analyze the effects of a new agreement on their commercial interests; and to

communicate their concerns to members of regional integration agreements. In the case of
interim agreements, the working party process is intended to review whether the schedule for
.completion is a-reasonable1 one, and when necessary to'make recommendations to the
imembers of theagreement1.

The AEC calendar for achieving a Free Trade Area and a

'Customs' Union by 2019,'much more than the RECs time tables in this regard, also needs to
be reviewed ;ih light of GATT's 'reasonable length of time period' of 10 years.

Subsidies and anti-dumping practices

:;

' ' Detailed disciplines on subsidies and anti-dumping practices need to be developed and

the procedures'or steps to'beL'followed in applying countervailing measures against such

■practices made clear. As subsidies play an important role in the economic development
process of African countries, greater clarity inthe notions and rules on subsidy in the context

of the AEC Treaty "could benefit from the views and concerns of member States and the
provisions of the multilateral disciplines on the subject.

Furthermore, the AEC Treaty does

hot specifically address the agriculture sector as a separate issue in the treatment of trade
liberalization, as is the case with the WTO Agreement on Agriculture. The fact that the use of

agricultural subsidies features prominently in measures to develop this sector in Africa adds
pressure to the need for more precise rules and disciplines on subsidies in the.AEC Treaty or
protocols.

Trade-Related Aspects of Investment Measures (TRIMS)

In the area of investments, the WJO Agreement on TRIMS is an attempt to promote

deregulation, right of establishment and national treatment. For instance, subject to measures
to redress balance-of-payments difficulties, TRIMS discourages countries to impose such
conditions on investors as compulsory use of local inputs and restrictions on external
purchases or sale.

The AEC provisions on trade promotion include an advocacy to rely on

community inputs, which is indeed consistent, with an endogenous investment and
development strategy, especially by developing countries. Though it is beneficial for the

economic development process of any developing country,

it also has the potential to be

trade-restrictive in the context of the AEC processes, if it is applied in the sense envisaged in
TRIMS. For this reason, the subsidiary protocols on Trade Promotion will have to clarify the
intent of the AEC Treaty provisions on this issue, drawing from the multilateral rules of the
TRIMS.

Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS)

Under the WTO Agreement on TRIPS, WTO members are required to provide
procedures and remedies (including fines and imprisonment) under their domestic law to
ensure that foreign right holders can effectively enforce intellectual property rights.

The

issues raised by TRIPS also have implications for trade in counterfeit goods within the AEC.
Rules of origin have been established within the RECS and a framework for AEC-wide rules

of origin has been proposed. Normally, these are meant to define normal goods eligible for
preferential treatment. However, rules dealing with trade in counterfeit, pirated or contraband
commodities within the Community, especially if they are cleverly disguised to resemble
"originating goods", are lacking in the AEC Treaty.

The protection of intellectual property

rights as a universal principle is assured by the trade-related disciplines of the TRIPS.
Nonetheless, its application in the context of the AEC process is equally essential for'the
aforementioned reasons and the fact that not all of African countries are members of the
WTO.
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Elimination of Tariffs

The Uruguay.Round tariff liberalization process included the contractual pledge of
countries to bind and cap tariff levels and to implement reductions. With a view to securing a
.better commitment by member States to the AEC tariff reduction and elimination process,

particularly at the level of the RECs, a similar methodology based on multilateral negotiations

among the member States could be adopted. This will ensure that although the achievement of
zero tariff rates is the ultimate objective, the interim plans towards this goal, while respecting
the requirements of Article 24 of the GATT, are based on mutually acceptable commitments.
The linear and across-the-board approach to tariff reductions and elimination adopted by a
number of the RECs has proven difficult to implement, especially as planned compensation

mechanisms are not yet in place in many RECs to address concerns about uneven gains and
losses. ...

l

. .

. ■

:.-

,

,

...

Application of technical standards, sanitary and phyto-sanitary and other
non-tariff measures

,

...

v:

Sanitary and phytosanitary measures have been brought under the disciplines of the

world trade system in order to reduce or minimize.their potential trade-restrictive effects. The
WTO has Agreements regulating these matters so,that restrictions are not indiscriminately and
unjustifiable applied against the trading interests of contracting parties. Such Agreements are

worthy of being emulated by. the AEC so that:transparency and procedural rigors in the
application of these measures can be assured.

Measures against balance of payments difficulties

Similarly, safeguard measures invoked by African countries to redress balance of
■payments difficulties in the context of the AEC need to be strengthened. This is particularly

significant because the.i problem of balance of payments is a common feature of the
developing economies of Africa.

For this reason, almost any African country can justify

ignoring the implementation of the AEC Treaty on the basis of balance of payment

difficulties. This makes it ail the more essential that the AEC develops more detailed and
precise rules on balance of payments measures than are currently available, taking into
account the provisions of GATT Articles XII and XVIII on this subject.
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Mechanisms for the monitoring of member States' trade policies and settlement
of disputes

It is important to emphasize that if the AEC Treaty/Protocols and those of the various
RECs are to constitute a credible system of legal rights and obligations, then commitments

or rules relating to them will require strong monitoring and surveillance mechanisms to
ensure that they are complied with.

The Protocol on Relationship between the AEC and

the RECs seeks to address this concern, but it places much more emphasis on the-RECs than
on

member

States.

Such

imbalance

needs to be

addressed

by

clarifying

the precise

relationship that should exist between regional objectives/agreements and national policies
and actions and by putting in place a monitoring capacity to conduct periodic reviews of
these national policies and actions so as to pre-empt any. inconsistencies with the AEC
processes and promote compliance at the level of individual member States. This also implies

that the RECs themselves will, have to devise ways and means of addressing the national
dimensions in deepening their respective integration processes. It also implies that member

States will have to cede a bit of their sovereignty to the AEC and the RECs. Thus,

the

.AEC/RECs agreements will not be perceived in practice as decisions to be implemented a la
carte and according to when a member State is ready and willing to abide by them, but as a
:«single undertaking)) like the WTO body of agreements, that not only is, but is seen to,be,
:legally binding on all member States.

Concerning the suggestion to have an effective, monitoring capacity, one rapid way
of approaching it conceptually is to incorporate additional provisions in the subsidiary
Protocol on Relationship between the AEC and the RECs that clearly provide the
^Coordinating organs with the authority to function like the WTO's Trade Policy. Review
Mechanism, and empower these organs to conduct pro-active and transparent .trade policy

reviews in member States and make decisions to limit intentional and unintended departures

from agreed commitments and obligations. Of course, the technical/secretariat capacities of
the Coordinating organs to conduct such reviews will also have to be put in place or

strengthened if not adequate. Thus, better prospects of harmonization of national/domestic
policies with the AEC's/RECs' objectives, strategies and agreed commitments can be
institutionally exacted.
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"":

Of e'qual importance 'is'the1 need'1 to-accelerate-, efforts-to put the-AEC's. dispute

settlement mechanism in motion and clarify its procedural arrangements. To.this end, if it is
not possible to quickly establish the Court of Justice, which is supposed to be the final arbiter
on disputes, then there should :be interim arrangements to permit authoritative rulings in case
of deadlocks. As the AEC Treaty is now. in force and being implemented, misinterpretations

and misunderstandings on certain provisions could arise among member States, which will
need to be promptly resolved. The urgent operation of the dispute settlement, mechanism can

also encourage compliant member States to: be open about their pent-up complaints against
certain members failing or not .seen to be willing to implement agreements or are unjustifiably
dragging1'their feet on their commitments and obligations.

;

:

Government Procurement

Government procurement is a. significant feature of the trade,.sector in African

countries in many of which the government, together with a network of government-

controlled or administered agencies and,enterprises,, is a large producer (often a sole
■proprietor)

and■■ consumer

withstanding.

of both- goods

and . services,

privatization

pressures , not

As part of overall national-development strategies, governments and their

public enterprises have the tendency, of adopting 'buy-national' policies, .which .haye .the

potential of limiting competition. In view of this, one of the challenges of the Uruguay Round
was to liberalize policies on government procurement and this was achieved through the
WTO Agreement on .Government Procurement. The Agreement is one of the. four plurilateral

agreements of the WTO mentioned earlier on, which is not contingent on membership of the
WTO. With respect to the AEC processes, government procurement is not regulated by the
Treaty under any. similar optional arrangement. Nevertheless, considering the significance of

government procurement in the trade and commercial sector in Africa, it would be worthwhile
for the. AEC process to consider appropriate rules in this area.

.

Trade in Services

By omission or design, the AEC process has no specific and precise rules to govern
member States' trade in services. The sector appears to be vaguely integrated in the broader
framework of the AEC Treaty, because the liberalization of trade in goods is also extended to

cover services. However, there is a merit for the AEC to have separate rules to govern trade in
services, using the GATS as an example, because trade in services has a set of conditions for
market access based on modes of delivery or supply of the services, which is quite different
from the "tariff-based" characteristic of trade in goods.

VI.

CONCLUSION

The comparative analysis between the WTO Agreements and commitments under the

AEC has shown that there is a need for improvement of the AEC Treaty and its subsidiary
protocols, in particular in the context of the liberalization of trade. This document raises a

number of issues which could serve as a basis for further reflection by African countries and
their integration institutions, and hopefully contribute to current efforts to review and finalize
the AEC subsidiary protocols for adoption and implementation by Member States. To this
end, the AEC could engage a dialogue with WTO for possible technical assistance in this
regard.
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Annex 1

MEMBERSHIP OF THE WORLD TRADE

ORGANIZATION*

The following Governments have accepted the Marakesh

Agreement Establishing the Worlc 1 Trade Organization. Their
membership is effective as of the <dates indicated.
Government

c

African Countries
Angola
Benin
Botswana
Burkina Faso
Burundi

Cameroon

Central African Republic
Chad
Congo
Cote d'lvoire

Democratic Republic of the Congo
Djibouti
Egypt

Gabon

Gambia
Ghana

Guinea Bissau
Guinea, Republic of
Kenya

23 November 1996

22 February 1996
31 May 1995

3 June 1995
23 July 1995
13 December 1995

31 May 1995
19 October 1996
27 March 1997
1 January 1995
1 January 1997
31 May 1995
30 June 1995
1 January 1995

23 October 1996
1 January 1995
31 May 1995

25 October 1995
1 January 1995

Lesotho
Madagascar

31 May 1995

Malawi

31 May 1995

Mali
Mauritania
Mauritius

r

Entrv into

Force/Membershio

*

Morocco
Mozambique
Namibia
Niger

Nigeria

Rwanda
Senegal

17 November 1995
31 May 1995
31 May 1995
1 January 1995

1 January 1995

26 August 1995

;

1 January 1995

13 December 1996
1 January 1995
22 May 1996
1 January 1995

.

23 July 1995

Sierra Leone
South Africa

./. ..

\ : Ct. = '.■;

Swaziland

■ 1 January 1995. .,,..
.

Tanzania

1 January 1995

Togo

31 May,1995...

m-. .;.;,

Tunisia

.-::■

.,■''

.

; .

29,March L995.. -,

..

Uganda

1

.;■;■}■

1 January 1995

.

i,-l January 1995. ■ -

:

■'...,

;:'■

,.

■-■

..&.;•

. . ■

■ it-:-

1 January 1995

Zambia
Zimbabwe

3 March 1995

;-

.;■

,■. ,- . ;.:
*

Other Countries
1 January 1995

Antigua and Barbuda
Argentina

1 January 1995

"•

Australia
Austria

■;

1 January 1995

1 January 1995

:

1 January 1995

Bahrain
Bangladesh

1 January 1995

Barbados

1 January 1995

1 January 1995

Belgium

i-^

Belize

-

-■!-:-:
'

1 January 1995

Brazil
Brunei Darussalam

1 December 1996'

Bulgaria

3 June 1995
-■■■:.■'.

Canada

■■

■-■■■■'■■:

1 January 1995

1 January 1995

Chile
Colombia

v-O '■'-

30 April 1995

-

20 April 1995

Wanuary 1995

Costa Rica
Cuba
' ■

:. •'■

■

30 July 1995

" ■

Czech Republic

'.

■■.

: ■

J

'

; ; l ' ■

1 January 1995

1 January 1995

Denmark

1 January 1995

Dominica

■ »'V' ■ ■'

Dominican Republic

;

•-■■'■y:- -

9 March 1995

■

21 January 1996

Ecuador

7 May 1995

El Salvador
■ ;- - ■

European Communities

■"

1 January 1995

;--:;'

!l;:

14 January 1996

Fiji

1 January 1995

Finland

;

; :

1 January 1995

France

Germany

■"'

13 September 1995

Bolivia

Cyprus

■■ '■

1 January 1995

.

:

1 January 1995

:

1 January 1995

Greece

22 February 1996

Grenada
Guatemala

21 July 1995

Guyana

1 January 1995

2

';

..

Haiti

'■'■'•

;.,:.

30 January 1996

Honduras

1 January 1995

Hong Kong, China

■■■■.■

Hungary

1 January 1995

Iceland

1 January 1995

India

; .'.: .

...

1 January 1995. .

Indonesia

■

1 January 1995

Ireland

1 January 1995

Israel

21 April 1995

Italy

...

1 January 1995

Jamaica
r

,.-^;,-

1 January 1995

-

;

9 March 1995

Japan

1 January 1995

Korea

1 January 1995

Kuwait

1 January 1995

Liechtenstein

1 September 1995

Luxembourg

1 January 1995

Macau

1 January 1995

Malaysia

1 January 1995

Maldives

31 May 1995

Malta

1 January 1995

Mexico

1 January 1995

Mongolia

29 January 1997

Myanmar

1 January 1995

Netherlands - For the Kingdom in

1 January 1995

Europe and for the
Netherlands Antilles

j

T

New Zealand

1 January 1995

Nicaragua

3 September 1995

Norway

1 January 1995

Pakistan

1 January 1995

Panama

6 September 1997

Papua New Guinea

9 June 1996

Paraguay

1 January 1995

Peru

1 January 1995

Phillipines

1 January 1995

Poland

1 July 1995

Portugal

1 January 1995

Qatar

13 January 1996

Romania

1 January 1995

Saint Kitts and Nevis

21 February 1996

Saint Lucia

1 January 1995

Saint Vincent & the Grenadines

1 January 1995

Singapore

1 January 1995

Slovak Republic

1 January 1995

Slovenia

30 July 1995

Solomon Islands

26 July 1996

Spain

1 January 1995

3

.

■ :

,

Sri Lanka

"v ■

Suriname

'

1 January 1995

■"'■'■
"'■ ■ '

1 January 1995

;

■

'

1 January 1995

Switzerland

;l

• .

.-!

1 July 1995

■■■■:::---'

Thailand

;^' = ::'£r-:"!

1 January 1995

'.'■ "'•!': '.'1

Sweden

Trinidad and Tobago'";'1

■" ■ ■■!/-'"■'< V:- :'

<brr

1 March 1995

'"'■" ■

26 March 1995

Turkey

United Arab Emirates

10 April 1996

United Kingdom
* ■'":~['
United States of America v
'
Uruguay
"
';J!l
Venezuela
: ' !;;-f;""

1 January 1995

■ ..'i ;:.'!.■

■

■j-;5 :-■-■■

! •

1 January 1995

ft

1 January 1995
1 January 1995

■'b'-it: ■
1

\

*Asat 17 July 1997.
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